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Nile breeding and performance report 2015 
 
It was the 40

th
 anniversary of Nile Arabian Stud. There was no time for a birthday party but we 

were spending some unforgettable moments when winning on the race track and in the show 
ring. Beside these happy moments there was deep depth when losing the brood mare NIL 
NIKINIKEE during the birth of her second foal. The death of this superb mare is a big loss for 
our breeding program. Last but not least we are proud of our apprentice Fanny Crausaz and 
the Swiss lady jockey Astrid Wullschleger, winning the rewards of best apprentice in Canada 
and winning the Lady jockeys world champion title in the UAE. We seriously thank all our 
friends and partners who are confident in our work. 

 
Nile Arabians 2015 in short: 
 
− MISS SPIRIT – best 3-yrs thoroughbred filly of Switzerland 

− NIL NANA – best Arabian show horse of Switzerland 

− NIL ASHAL – best Arabian race horse of Switzerland 

− NIL BEDOUIN – leading sire for Arabian race horses in Switzerland 2012-2015 

− NIL ALAMOON, NIL KAMLA und BC NIHAL – Swiss racing performance test fulfilled 

− KAHRMA – first horse of our breed competing and being placed in the endurance race in Florac 
(FRA) 

− FANNY CRAUSAZ,  our former apprentice – best professional apprentice in Canada 

− Racing statistic; own and owner’s horses: 47 races in Switzerland, France and Germany, 3 
wins, 5 second places, 9 third places, 64% of runners placed in money. 

− Show statistic: own and owner’s horses out of the N-line: 7 starts, 7 show titles and 4 class 
winners 

 

 
MISS SPIRIT (Spirit One x Miss Lloyds), best 3-yrs thoroughbred filly of Switzerland with 
two third places in the Classic races 1000 Guineas and the Prix de Diane, the fillies‘ derby. 
Photo Nile Arabians 
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Showing: 
 
N-Line – leading dam line in Switzerland in the show ring 
 
Since over 35 years and 6 generations, the N-line stands for success in the show ring and for the 
classical Nile Type. Also this year, 4 horses shown out of this line were dominating the scene with 7 
international and national show titles as well as with 4 class winners.  
 
NIL NANA – best show horse of Switzerland 2015 
 
For the first time after 10 years, the 13-yrs old mare NIL NANA (Extreme x Nil Nouza) was presented 
to the public again and she was winning the Silver Champion title at the international C-show in 
Obergerlafingen as well as the title for the „best bred Arabian horse in Switzerland“. Three months 
later, she got rewarded with the title „best bred Arabian mare of Switzerland and „Best of Show“.  

 

NIL NANA, 2003 
(Extreme x Nil 
Nouza von Gips) 
in the 4th 
generation of the 
N-line. 
 
Multiple  
Champion mare 
and dam of 
Champion mare 
NIL NIKINIKEE, 
2009 by QR 
MARC and dam 
of NIL 
NEMANDA, 2014 
by EMERALD J. 
 
Already as a 
yearling filly NIL 
NANA was 
winning the 
national Junior 
Championship 
title of the fillies 
and as a 2-yrs. 
old she got the 
highest scores of 
all junior classes 
at the Swiss 
national stock 
show in Bern.  
 
Photo Nile 
Arabians 
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NIL NEMANDA – filly of NIL NANA with golden reward 
 
Together with NIL NANA, her yearling filly NIL NEMANDA by EMERALD J was travelling to the 
national stock show in Frauenfeld, her first show ever. She got gold rewarded and was second behind 
the 2-yrs. old filly NIL NOUTA (Al Marid x Nil Nikinikee by QR Marc) in the class of 1 and 2-yrs. old 
females. 
 

 

NIL NEMANDA, 2014, (Emerald J x Nil Nana). She is representing the 5
th
 generation of the N-line. 

This high legged filly of NIL NANA expresses the classical Nile type and distinguishes herself with her 
elegance. Photo Nile Arabians 

2015 colt NABORR BP – Half-brother of NIL NANA with first international successes 
 
The 2015 born colt NABORR BP (EKS Alihandro x Nil Nouza) is out of the Swiss elite mare NIL 
NOUZA, who is also the mother of NIL NANA. This year, the colt was winning the Gold Championship 
of the colts in Nîmes in France, he was the Silver Champion at the French national show in 
Pompadour and was Top Five at the Nations Cup in Aachen. With these results, BP NABORR 
belongs to the best foals of Europe in 2015. Proud owner and breeder of BP NABORR is Verena Egli, 
to whom we have sold his dam NIL NOUZA (Gips x Nil Nubia by Versal) some years ago. 
 
We congratulate Verena Egli to this colt and to these successes and wish NABORR BP a bright and 
happy future. 
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NABORR BP, 2015 (EKS Alihandro x Nil Nouza by Gips), Champion colt 2015. First class colt 
with excellent type and a lot of charisma, representing the 4th generation of the N-line of Nile Arabians. 
 
 
NIL NOUTA – also successful with 2 years of age 
 
NIL NOUTA (Al Marid x Nil Nana) was proving her quality and constancy in the show ring with her 
class win in the class of 1- and 2-yrs. old fillies and with the highest rating of all 1- to 3-yrs. old horses 
shown at the national stock show in Frauenfeld. One year ago, she was scored and gold rewarded 
with the third rating of the show and two years ago, as a filly, she was winning the National 
Championship of Foals of Switzerland with the highest scores of the show. We congratulate her 
owners, Jaynie und Paul Macdonald, to this young mare. 
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NIL NOUTA, 2013 (El Marid x Nil 
Nikinikee by QR Marc) in the 6th 
generation of the N-line. 
 
NIL NOUTA’s dam is NIL 
NIKINIKEE (QR MARC x NIL 
NANA), herself a multiple 
Champion mare. This mare died 
at the birth of her second foal in 
2015. 
 
As aalready as a filly as well as 
an yearling and with 2 years, NIL 
NOUTA got highly scored in the 
show ring and was proving her 
quality for the third time. 
  
Photo: copyright by VY Demont 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Breeding 
 
Brood mare NIL NIKINIKEE died 
 
Breeding is a repeating cycle which starts with the birth of a foal that reproduces itself later on and 
then dies. This year, the death of the young brood mare NIL NIKINIKEE, 2009, (QR Marc x Nil Nana) 
was a sad incident. The only 6-yrs. old mare died when giving birth to her second foal and is leaving a 
big gap not only for Nile Arabians but also for the Swiss pure bred Arabian breed. The multiple 
Champion mare was one of the most successful show- and broodmares for the last years in 
Switzerland. Her first foal, 2013 born NIL NOUTA by AL MARID was winning the National 
Championship of Switzerland as a filly and got the highest scores of all 1 to 3-yrs. old horses in this 
years‘ Swiss national stock show.  
 
The second and last foal of NIL NIKINIKEE is the 2015 born colt NIL FARASH by FADI AL SHAQAB. 
We will remember NIL NIKINIKEE, who did not have the possibility to spread out her full breeding 
potential, as a mare with a feminine, maternal charisma with a gentle and easy to handle character.  
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NIL NIKINIKEE, 2009 – 2015 (QR Marc x Nil Nana by Extreme). Representative of the N-line in the 5th 
generation; a mare with a remarkable show and breeding career, although only becoming 6 years old.  
Photo Nile Arabians  
 

− Gold reward, national show, Frauenfeld 2010 

− Best bred mare in Switzerland, Frauenfeld 2010 

− Best in Show, Frauenfeld 2010 

− Gold reward,  national show, Fehraltorf 2011 

− Best bred mare in Switzerland, Fehraltorf 2011 

− Best in Show, Fehraltorf 2011 

− WAHO-Price for the Best bred Arabian Horse in Switzerland, 2011 

− Gold reward, national stock show, Obergerlafingen 2013 

− Best bred mare in Switzerland, Obergerlafingen 2013 

− Dam of NIL NOUTA, 2013 by AL MARID, National Champion Foal of Switzerland and highest 
scored horse at the national stock show 2013. 

− Dam of NIL FARASH, 2015 by FADI  AL SHAQAB 
 
 
NIL FARASH – The butterfly out of NIL NIKINIKEE 
 
The colt NIL FARASH, 2015 by FADI AL SHAQAB lost his mother at the day of his birth. Desperately 
we tried to find a milk giving mare for him. But neither the warm blood mare nor the donkey mare was 
willing to adopt him. He made us think of a butterfly who is flying from one flower to the other, full of 
hope, but who cannot find food. This is why we named him FARASH, butterfly in Arabic. As no 
nourrice could be found in useful time, we gave NIL FARASH in the box of his aunt, the yearling filly 
NIL NEMANDA.  This filly adopted him straight away. For the next four months, NIL FARASH would 
spend day and night on her side and she would protect and educate him like his real dam. As she did 
not have milk, Rita Aeschbacher nourished him out of a bucket six times a day.  
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Left: Yearling filly NIL 
NEMANDA with her adopted 
son NIL FARASH, 2015 (Fadi 
Al Shaqab x Nil Nikinikee). 
 
Below: NIL FARASH as a 
weanling with 4 months of age. 
 
Photo Nile Arabians 
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NIL BEDOUIN – leading sire of Switzerland following to the statistic of IFAHR for race horses  
 
In 2012, NIL ASHAL was the first descendant of NIL BEDOUIN, 1999 (Barour de Cardonne x Nil 
Tahani by Versal) who entered a race track in Switzerland. Until 2015, three descendants have been 
racing in Switzerland and abroad, all of them have passed the Swiss race performance test. NIL 
BEDOUIN is heading the IFAHR statistic for Switzerland from 2012 to 2015 as a sire, measured on 
the win sum and number of wins of his progeny. Totally, his crop consisting of NIL ASHAL, BC NIHAL 
and NIL ALAMOON have won in Switzerland more than CHF 42‘000 and achieved 6 wins during the 
last 4 years. 
 
 

Sire Country of origin Number of 

foals raced 

in 

Switzerland

Number of 

starts in 

Switzerland

Number of 

wins in 

Switzerland

Total of prize 

money earned in 

Switzerland (CHF)

2012-2015

1 Nil Bedouin Switzerland 3 24 6 42'204

2 Kerbella France 2 7 1 39'830

3 Dormane France 8 20 2 28'670

4 Prince D'Orient France 3 5 2 27'200

5 Ainhoa St. Faust France 3 5 1 19'454

6 Magic de Pioboul France 1 1 1 12'554

7 Dahess England 6 16 0 10'812

8 Fadjik France 1 2 0 8'220

9 Tidjani France 1 2 2 7'893

10 Daffaq England 1 1 0 7'534

11 Bonorvesu Italy 1 1 0 6'539

12 Barour de Cardonne France 1 2 0 6'518

13 Kesberoy France 1 8 0 2'654

14 Marwan France 2 2 0 1'894

15 Sandokan Portugal 1 1 0 1'544

16 Medalj Sweden 1 1 0 1'255

17 Akbar France 1 1 0 598

18 Kairouan de Jos France 1 1 0 499

19 Top Flyte USA 1 1 0 0

20 Darweesh England 1 1 0 0

21 Ercules Italy 1 1 0 0

22 Al Sakbe France 1 1 0 0

Total 225'872  
Source: IFAHR statistic of sires whose progeny have run in Switzerland between 2012 and 2015.   

 
 
From these 22 sires, 13 have been born in France. The other 9 origin from England (3), Italy (2), 
Sweden (1), Poland (1), Portugal (1), USA (1) and Switzerland (1). The breeding performance of NIL 
BEDOUIN is even more remarkable because of the fact that most of the other participants were 
progeny of international leading sires such as DORMANE, KERBELLA, DAHESS, TIDJANI, 
KESBEROY, AKBAR. 
 
Beside his quality as leading sire for race horses, NIL BEDOUIN convinces as a producer for top class 
riding and sport arabs with high riding ability and excellent movements. View his 
Egyptian/Russian/French cross, he seems to be a priority choice for the endurance breed.   
 
NIL BEDOUIN himself is proven on the race track and was Champion race horse of Switzerland from 
2003 until 2006. In this period, he achieved 4 wins and group places in Switzerland, Belgium and 
Germany. His sire BAROUR DE CARDONNE, 1992 (Manganate x Pistache du Cassou) was the 
French race horse Champion in 1997 and his dam NIL TAHANI, 1991 (Versal x Tiffaha) was the 
Swiss race horse Champion in the same year.  
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NIL BEDOUIN, 1999 (Barour de Cardonne x Nil Tahani by Versal) as a 5-yrs. old in race condition on the 
race track in Avenches. Photo Nile Arabians 
 
− Leading sire in Switzerland (IFAHR race statistic 2012 – 2015) 
− Champion race horse of Switzerland 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 
− Four times winner, black type, group placed 
− 2nd place, Al Maktoum Price of Europe, Köln 2005, group III PA 
− 3rd place, German Derby, Baden-Baden 2005, group II PA 
− 4th place, Belgian Derby, Ostende 2003, group III PA 
− Sire of 3-times Champion race horse NIL ASHAL 
− Sire of Swiss race performance test approved BC NIHAL 
− Sire of Swiss race performance test approved NIL ALAMOON 
− Highest categorized stallion in Switzerland (B/A/A/-) 
− SCID and CA free 
 
 
2015 progeny of NIL BEDOUIN 
 
One filly and one colt by NIL BEDOUIN have been born this year in Switzerland.  
 
In April, GALINA, a 24-yrs. old mare out of best Russian racing lines has born her first foal, 
AMAIRAH. We very relieved that this old mare did not have any complications and we congratulate 
her owner and breeder Alexandra Buchle. The mare GALINA has a very interesting pedigree with the 
old Russian bloodlines, a pedigree which hardly can be found nowadays. In her dam line, GALINA 
traces back in the third generation to PTASHKA and TAKTIKA in the fourth generation, one of the 
best dam lines in Russian breeding. 
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AMAIRAH, 2915 (Nil 
Bedouin x Galina by 
Gusar) 
 
Filly in the old Russian 
performance 
phenotype with 
excellent movements. 
  
Photo Nile Arabians 

 

 

The second foal born in 2015 of  
NIL BEDOUIN is the colt DAIJIN 
out of DANAJAH, a proven sport 
mare. DAIJIN is her first foal.  
 
left: DAIJIN, 2015 (Nil Bedouin x 
Danajah v. Dinar) with his dam 
DANAJAH. 
 
Colt by NIL BEDOUIN out of a 
Crabbet dam line with an 
inbreeding of 4x3 to the Russian 
race horse sire NAFTALIN. 
 
DAIJIN has a strong body with a 
good harmony and correct legs. 
 
We congratulate the breeder and 
owner Marianne Christen to this 
good looking colt.  
 
Photo Brigitte Kreisl 
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Thoroughbred racing  
 
2015 turned out to be one of the best seasons with our Thoroughbreds. The 3-yrs. old filly MISS 
SPIRIT (Spirit One x Miss Lloyds) was the best Swiss participant in the important Classic races for 3-
yrs. old fillies and the 6-yrs. old gelding RIVER had his most successful season with 2 wins and 2 third 
places.  
 
 
 
MISS SPIRIT - best 3-yrs. old filly in Switzerland 
 
With her two third places in the 1000 Guineas and the Prix de Diane, MISS SPIRIT, 2012 (Spirit One x 
Miss Lloyds) was the best Swiss filly in Switzerland in the Classic races 2015. 
 

 
MISS SPIRT, 2012 (Spirit One x Miss Lloyds) – best 3-yrs. old filly in Switzerland. This photo shows her 
when finishing 3rd in Lyon, France. Owner Urs Aeschbacher, jockey Olivier Plaçais, trainer Franziska 
Aeschbacher. Photo Scarlett Schär 
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MISS SPIRT, 2012 (Spirit One x Miss Lloyds) – leaving the track in Zürich-Dielsdorf after the Prix de 
Diane (Swiss filly derby) where she was placed third and best Swiss horse. Jockey Vaclav Janacek 
gave his first feedback of the race to the trainer Franziska Aeschbacher. 
 
Race record of Miss Spirit: 

− 2-yrs: 2 starts, 1 place 
− 3-yrs: 7 starts in Switzerland and in France: 2 second places, 5 third places 
− 3rd place Swiss 1000 Guineas 
− 3rd place Prix de Diane (Swiss Filly Derby) 
 
 
 
 
 
RIVER – fourth racing season with 2 wins 
 
2015 was the best season so far for the 6-yrs. old gelding RIVER. He was winning on the first as well 
as on the last race day on turf in Switzerland. RIVER is a hard, always motivated race horse with a 
solid performance: during the last four years, he has done 26 races, has won 4 and has been placed 
12 times. 
 
RIVER enjoys his well-deserved winter holidays and we hope to make another lucky season with him 
in 2016. 
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RIVER, 2009 (Della Francesca x River Sans Retour) winning the last race of the turf season in 
Switzerland, ridden by Champion jockey Olivier Plaçais in the colours of Stall Golden Arabians. 
Photo Scarlett Schär 
 
 
 

Arab racing 
 
NIL ASHAL – best pure bred Arabian race horse of Switzerland  
 
2015 was the 4th racing season of NIL ASHAL, 2008 (Nil Bedouin x Nil Abiat by Darike). The 7-yrs. 
old stallion was racing 5 times and achieved 1 win, 2 2nd places and a 4th place in the H.H. Sheikh 
Zayed bin Sultan al Nahyan Listed Cup, a Listed PA race on snow in St. Moritz. From 2012 to 2014 
four consecutive years Swiss Champion race horse of the year, he proudly finishes 2015 as the 
Reserve-Champion. NIL ASHAL is a 7 times winner, track record holder over the mile in Avenches 
and has a live win sum of CHF 56‘000.-. 
 
View his race record and his IFAHR rating, NIL ASHAL was one of the six European horses 
nominated and invited to Abu Dhabi to compete in the richest pure bred Arabian race of the world, the 
1.2 Mio. € THE SHEIKH ZAYED BIN SULTAN AL NAHYAN JEWEL CROWN, a group I race. 16 of 
the very best horses from Europe, USA and the UAE including Qatar were declared starter. 
Unfortunately NIL ASHAL did not convince in his preparation race in October in Avenches finishing 
second, he was not as brilliant as he used to be in spring and we therefore decided not to participate 
in Abu Dhabi.  
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NIL ASHAL, 2008 (Nil Bedouin x Nil Abiat)  – most successful Swiss bred race horse, Photo Nile 
Arabians 
 

− Champion race horse of Switzerland (IFAHR statistic 2012, 2013, 2014) 

− 21 international races, 7 wins, 10 places, among 4 second places  

− 3-times Listed placed, black type, handicap rating 84 kg in Germany (international IFAHR rating102) 

− Win sum: CHF 56‘000.- 

− Track record holder in Avenches over the mile 

− Futurity Show for pure bred Arabian race horses in Germany, class of 3-years olds: maximum score of 
10 for type, 9 for body, 8 for canter and 7 for legs, walk and trot  
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NIL KAMLA – passes the Swiss race performance test for the second time  
 
As a 3-yrs. old, NIL KAMLA (Dahess x Kahloucha) was placed 2 times out of two starts. As a 4-yrs. 
old, she was doing 8 races in Switzerland and in Germany. One 2

nd
, two 3

rd
 and 4 other places, also in 

the Listed PA in St. Moritz is a very pleasant race record. This DAHESS daughter is constant, hard 
and always willing to make a good performance.   
 

NIL KAMLA, 2011 (Dahess x Kahloucha – SZAP Elitestute) Photo Nile Arabians 
 

− Swiss race performance test approved 2014 and 2015 

− 10 international starts, 9 places among one Listed PA place 

− Half-sister to Champion race horses and endurance horses KAHRMA (Dormane x Kahloucha) 
and NIL KARAZI (Dormane x Kahloucha) 

− Half-sister to REEM ALFALA (Dormane x Kahloucha), exported with her dam Kahloucha to Abu 
Dhabi in 2014 
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NIL ALAMOON – Swiss race performance test approved as a 3-yrs. old 
 

 
above: NIL ALAMOON, 2012 (Nil Bedouin x Nil Anablue by Munjiz). This 3-yrs. old filly is precocious 
with a calm, balanced mind. Here on the presentation ring on her second life start in the QATAR 
NEAR AVENCHES RACE in Avenches. Photo Scarlett Schär. 
 

 

The 3-yrs. old filly NIL ALAMOON by NIL 
BEDOUIN did her first three starts on her home 
track in Avenches and finished two times placed. 
NIL ALAMOON is the 15th horse out of our 
breed who managed to pass the Swiss race 
performance test and/or Swiss endurance 
performance test. NIL ALAMOON is the first foal 
of NIL ANABLUE, a daughter of MUNJIZ out of 
our A-Line. Thanks to her precocity, NIL 
ALAMOON belongs together with NIL ASHAL 
and NIL ISHAN IBN AL SAKBE to our best 3-
yrs. old race horses.  
 
left: NIL ALAMOON on the canter to the QATAR 
NEAR AVENCHES RACE with her rider Tim 
Bürgin in the colours of  Golden Arabians.  
Photo Scarlett Schär 
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BC NIHAL – passed the Swiss race performance test for the second time  
 
Another son of NIL BEDOUIN is the 6 yrs. old gelding BC NIHAL out of NIL NURA of our N-line. He 
did his second race season and has passed for the second time the Swiss race performance test. Out 
of 8 international starts, he finished 5 times placed.  
 
We congratulate his breeder and owner Brigitte Antenen to that great allrounder, a lovely horse and 
wish also for the future health and happiness.   

BC NIHAL, 2009 (Nil Bedouin x Nil Nura) ridden by apprentice Fanny Bruchon, trotting relaxed after 
the canter on the training track in Avenches. Photo Nile Arabians 
 

− Swiss race performance test approved 2014 and 2015 

− 8 international starts in Germany and in Switzerland, 5 places 

− By Champion race horse and Champion sire NIL BEDOUIN 

− Out of NIL NURA, 1994 (Gips x Nil Nafoura), Best bred pure bred Arabian horse in 
Switzerland, 1995 and National Junior Champion mare 1996  

− BC NIHAL shows high potential for endurance  
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Endurance  
 
Again and again former race horses of our breed are successfully doing a second career in 
endurance. Breeding endurance horses has a long tradition at Nile Arabians. The most successful 
endurance horses come, up to now, out of our N- and K-line. 
 
The selection by race performance is still the most efficient and effective method in horse breeding.  
No other method permits such a fast, a true and a holistic judgement of a horse. It allows us to realize 
early whether a horse fulfills the requirements such as movements, health and mind. If a horse fulfills 
these requirements in race training, and if it leaves the racing stable in full health, we can assume that 
this horse will also be strong enough to continue his performance in another discipline such as 
endurance or other riding sports. A race proved horse out of good quality racing breed is in most of the 
cases a guarantee for a good and sound riding horse.  
 
The performance record is an important factor in our breeding selection, together with the judgement 
of the exterior. The judgement of the exterior is helpful for the foals, yearling and 2-years old who 
cannot be tested on performance level yet. A correct young horse is no guarantee to have a good 
horse – but a correct exterior is a premise and gives hope. The real quality of a horse is shown in his 
performance. This may be the difference between “nice looking” and “good”. A correct built horse is in 
our view always a nice looking horse. There are many of nice looking horses, but not anyone of those 
is a good horse. What really matters in horse breeding is the goodness and excellence. No rider cares 
about a correct built or nice looking horse if that horse is difficult to handle, does not move properly, 
does not have a cooperative mind or is not healthy enough to be ridden. 
 
 
It is positive that in the last years in pure bred Arabian breeding there are tendencies to performance 
based breeding. In various countries worldwide the breeders developed breeding programs not only 
for the show horses but also for Arabian race- and endurance horses. We feel that it is a valuable 
enrichment for the preservation and the further development of the pure bred Arabian horse. We 
believe that thanks to this development the bad reputation of an Arab riding horse “nervous horse 
without ability” will change again to the positive reputation of a “noble riding horse” with the originally 
important attributes such as hardness, cooperating mind, gentleness and intelligence.  
 
 
 
KAHRMA successful participant in „Florac“ 
 
The 10-yrs. old chestnut mare KAHRMA out of the Swiss Elite mare KAHLOUCHA startet for the 
first time in the classic “Florac” endurance race, a real rock because of its ground and its topography. 
She came back after a break because of an injury, was ridden carefully and finished placed over 120 
km (CEI**). She is the first participant of Nile Arabians to compete in that race.  
 
KAHRMA is a representative of our K-line, one of the most successful Tunisian dam lines on the race 
track. Her first four mothers are all multiple winners in racing and they are all black type. This dam line 
is characterized by their hardness, one of the reasons why their offspring is showing a solid 
performance in endurance as well. KAHRMA’S full brother NIL KARAZI changed after a good racing 
career to endurance competition as well and, although young, he has already won 3 times in France.  
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Endurance mare KAHRMA, 2005 (Dormane x Kahloucha – SZAP Elite Mare) out of the K-line, 
picture taken in 2008 as a 3-yrs. old in race training with Franziska Aeschbacher in Avenches. 
Photo Nile Arabians 
 

− Currently the  most successful Swiss bred endurance horse 

− 12 endurance Starts in Italy and France, 10 places, wherefrom 6 times over 90 km and 2 times 
over 120 km. 

− Two CEI* endurance races placed with an average over 19 km/h 

− Champion race horse of Switzerland 2008 

− Swiss race performance test approved in 2008 and 2009 

− 9 international flat races, 7 places 

− Full sister to Champion race horse NIL KARAZI, endurance horse (3 wins) in France 

− Full sister to 2014 filly REEM ALFALA, exported to Abu Dhabi 

− Half-sister to NIL KAMLA, 2011 (Dahess x Kahloucha), 2014 and 2015 SZAP race 
performance test approved 

 
 
Colt CZ KHALISHA out of the endurance winner mare NIL KHAZNAH  
 
17-yrs. old mare NIL KHAZNAH (Kubinec x Nil Nouza), a half-sister to this years‘ winner of the 
national stock show  NIL NANA, has given birth to her first foal, the colt  CZ KHALISHA, by AJMAN 
MONISCIONE. We congratulate her owner and the breeder Ina Baader. The very hard NIL 
KHAZNAH  out of Swiss Elite mare NIL NOUZA by KUBINEC was in the fore of the endurance serial 
Araber Worldwide Trophy during six years with 2 wins and 1 2

nd
 place in that Trophy. The multiple 

endurance winner and premium mare in Germany has run more than 6’000 race kilometers before 
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having her first foal. The baby break itself was rather short: after weaning, NIL KHAZNAH was back 
on the endurance track again. We wish Ina Baader with NIL KHAZNAH and CZ KHALISHA lots of 
happiness and a good health! 

 

 
NIL KHAZNAH with her 2015 colt CZ KHALISHA by AJMAN MONISCIONE. 
The multiple endurance winner  with over 6’000 race kilometers was back on the endurance track shortly 
after weaning. NIL KHAZNAH out of our N-line is a half-sister to the this years’ show Champion mare  
NIL NANA by Extreme and the Champion colt NABORR BP, 2015 by EKS ALIHANDRO 
 
 

Promotion of the pure bred Arabian racing and the ladies riders in 
Switzerland 
 
Also this year, five exciting international pure bred Arabian races have been held in St. Moritz and 
Avenches with a prize money of CHF 100’000. 42 starters from Switzerland, France, Germany, The 
Netherlands, Sweden and Italy have been competing. Thanks to these racing activities as well as the 
interesting  prize money, not only Swiss pure bred Arabian breeders and owners are supported, also 
the Swiss lady riders profit from interesting rides in Switzerland and abroad. The pure bred Arabian 
race H.H. Sheikha Fatima Bint Mubarak Ladies World Championship, held in St. Moritz with a dotation 
of CHF 30‘000 is the only race in Switzerland which is for lady jockeys only and is part of the 
qualification for the World Championship Finals in Abu Dhabi. 
 
Thanks to our contacts to the worldwide sponsor in pure bred Arabian racing, the „HH Sheikh Mansoor 
Bin Zayed Al Nahyan Global Arabian Flat Racing Festival“, also the Swiss Jockey Club is a member of 
the IFHRA, International Federation of Horse Racing Academies since 2015 . This academy promotes 
and supports worldwide race apprentices with education, schooling and sponsoring races for 
apprentices. Thanks to this membership, there will be additional pure bred Arabian races in our 
country and our apprentices will have the opportunity to race in this new serial in Switzerland and 
abroad.  
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FANNY CRAUSAZ – best apprentice Jockey in Canada 
 

Fanny was doing her apprenticeship in our training stable, riding not only Thoroughbreds but also the 
Arabs. Since one year, she is working in North America where she got rewarded as best apprentice 
jockey in Canada. An outstanding award in this men-dominated world. She had 100 rides in the USA 
and in Canada, did win 9 times, got 13 second and 11 third places and a win sum of 104‘815 $.  
 

 

 

Fanny Crausaz, professional jockey in the USA 
and in Canada. After having finished her jockey 
apprenticeship at Nile Arabians in 2013 and a 
short stay in France, she started rocking North 
America in 2015.  
 
Coming home to Switzerland for winter 
holidays, Nile Arabians is happy to welcome her 
back in its stable to work the horses. For Fanny, 
this is important as she will be back on the race 
track beginning March 2016 and needs to 
maintain her fitness. 
 
Photo above: Fanny Crausaz after a race on 
the race track in Fort Erie, Ontario (Canada). 
 
Photo left: Trophy for the leading apprentice 
jockey in Canada 
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ASTRID WULLSCHLEGER – World Champion of the lady jockeys thanks to the pure bred 
Arabian horses 
 
On 8th November 2015, Swiss professional jockey Astrid Wullschleger has achieved her biggest 
success in Abu Dhabi with the win of the final of the HH Sheikha Fatima Bint Mubarak Ladies World 
Championship on the 6-yrs. old chestnut gelding NAJM ALEMARAT (Dormane x Wielki Raz), a race 
over 1’600m and a dotation of UED 200’000. 
 
This World Champion title is a unique victory.  The story began in February 2015 on the frozen lake in 
St. Moritz, where Astrid dominated the HH Sheikha Fatima ladies race on the pure bred Arabian colt 
AL JANOOB (Magic De Piboul x Ester Du Paon) who did all the way down from Sweden. Thanks to 
this win, Astrid was qualified for the finals in Abu Dhabi in November. We congratulate and we are 
proud. We also thank Astrid for the rides with BC NIHAL who has passed the Swiss race performance 
test for the second time in 2015.   

 
Above: Astrid at the interview marathon with various tv stations after her win.  
Below left: Astrid after her ride with Executive Director of the Festival, with Lara Sawaya and the two son of HH Shk 
Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan 
Below right: Astrid at the finish line in Abu Dhabi with NAJM ALEMARAT 
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What else was going on in 2015… 
 
There was not much time left in our jubilee year – we were very happy to attend in November in Abu 
Dhabi the Conference, handling interesting themes such as the pure bred Arabian racing breed, 
training and nutrition. In different panels, leading experts such as trainers, nutritionists, sport medicine 
specialists and top jockeys were giving their point of view. For us, it was an occasion to exchange 
knowledge with the 600 invited participants and the occasion to learn new things from experienced 
people and we hope to apply this new gained knowledge successfully in our daily profession.    
 
With great pleasure I passed the few days left as a judge on shows. Unfortunately, I had to refuse 
most of the invitations because of lack of time and I would like to express my apologizes to all 
concerned organizers. It was a honor and a very interesting task to judge the DUBAI 
INTERNATIONAL ARABIAN HORSE CHAMPIONSHIP end of March and it was an extremely 
interesting experience to judge the WORLD ARABIAN HORSE CHAMPIONSHIPS end of November 
in Paris. Judging is important for us, it allows to feel the breeding developments early and to discover 
young horses which we would like to use in our breeding program in future. 
 
We thank all our friends and partners for their confidence, the unforgettable moments we could share 
together and wish you all a good new year with lots of happiness, joy and success! 
 
Rita, Franziska and Urs Aeschbacher 
 

 

Urs Aeschbacher when judging the 
WORLD ARABIAN HORSE 
CHAMPIONSHIPS in Paris in 
November 2015. 
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Sire NIL BEDOUIN – available at the Swiss National State Stud in Avenches in 2016 
 

− Leading sire Swiss race statistic 2012-2015 
− Highest categorized stallion in Switzerland (B/A/A/-) 
− Multiple race champion 
− Top class producer with winning progeny 
− SCID and CA free 
 

 
 
Our services in 2016 

− Natural breeding or fresh semen of NIL BEDOUIN to interesting conditions 
− Sale of pure bred Arabian horses for breeding and competition 
− Leasing of premium broodmares 
− Careful education of young horses in classic riding style 
− Training of race horses 
− Correct rearing of young stock 
− Pasture for retired horses 
− Competent consulting in breeding, judging, feeding and training 
 


